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UNIVERSITY OF ULSTER 
 
TEACHING AND LEARNING COMMITTEE 
28 March 2012 
 
SUB-COMMITTEE ON EMPLOYABILITY (6.03.12) 
 
1. Dr Peter Green, Senior Lecturer in Accounting and Finance (Paper No. SCE/12/01) 
 

Dr Peter Green discussed findings from his CHEP-funded study investigating 
whether employment at graduate level is related to the completion of a work 
placement year.  The data, largely gathered from the Ulster Business School, 
indicated that although degree classification would appear the primary driver of 
graduate level employment, a placement year is statistically significant in predicting 
both general employment and employment at graduate level. 

 
Additional tests indicated no statistically significant difference between the socio-
economic class of the parents of students and graduate/non-graduate employment.  
(Paper No. SCE/12/01) 

 
2. Placement Employer of the Year Awards Update (Paper No. SCE/12/02) 
 
 The judging panel consists of Jim Sammon (Sammon Chartered Surveyors); 

Gordon Gough (Enterprise NI); Michael Gould (DEL); Anna Lo (MLA) and Claire 
Flanagan (UUSU). 

 
 Letters have been sent to the shortlisted candidates and video recording of them 

has commenced.  A new web based brochure would be available online after the 
event on 10th May.  The winner in the student nominated category would be 
presented with an award designed by an Ulster student from Belfast campus. (See 
Appendix 1 – Finalists)  

 
3. Key Activity Working Groups 
  

(i) Monitoring of Placement (Paper SCE/12/03) 
It was agreed that the Chair of this Group would work with the Examinations 
Office to collate a Year 2 student list which would be incorporated into the 
August examination boards. 
 
The Working Group needs additional members to cover two faculties not 
represented. 
 

(ii) Assessment of Placement (Paper SCE/12/04) 
The paper was well received for addressing a challenging topic and has been 
commended as an interim report to Teaching and Learning Committee on 
28th March.  (See Appendix 2) 
 
It was noted that recommendations on assessment by grades/percentage 
mark would follow further consultation with academic colleagues and 
comment from this Committee.  An updated paper to be presented to the 
Sub-Committee on 30th May.   
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(iii) Models of Placement (Paper SCE/12/05) 
 It was agreed that Option 3 was the preferred model and this would be taken 
to the T&L Committee.  (See Appendix 3) 

 
4. Destination of Leavers from Higher Education (Paper SCE/12/06) 

 It was agreed that Faculty Representatives would review data in consultation with 
Heads of School to provide focused and succinct action plans by 16th May.  These 
will be reviewed by the Sub-Committee on 30th May before being presented to the 
Teaching & Learning Committee in June. 
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Appendix 1 
 
 
Placement Employer of the Year Awards – Finalists 
 
 
Self-Nominations (Over 50 Employees) 
 
Southern Youth and Family Services 
Almac 
Asidua 
SITA Inc. (Ireland) Ltd. 
 
Self-Nominations (Up to 50 Employees) 
 
Nugent Engineering 
Fields of Life 
South Ulster Housing Association 
 
Self-Nominations (Public Sector) 
 
Western Health and Social Care Trust 
Northern Health and Social Care Trust 
Waterways Ireland 
 
Self-Nominations (Short-Term) 
 
Dunlea Centre 
Bryson Care West 
Extern 
 
Placement Employers as Nominated by Ulster Staff 
 
Belfast Zoo {nominated by Mairead McCoy, School of Communication} 
Irish News {nominated by Kerry-Ann Porter, School of Communication} 
Keystone {nominated by David Comiskey, School of Architecture and Design} 
 
Placement Employers as Nominated by Ulster Students 
 
Lisburn City Council {nominated by Stephen Mullan, BSc (Hons) Communication, 
Advertising and Marketing} 
 
Marks & Spencer {nominated by Louie Johnston, BSc (Hons) Business Studies} 
 
Allstate {nominated by Emma Drake, BSc (Hons) Human Resource Management} 
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Appendix 2 
 
UNIVERSITY OF ULSTER 
 
Sub-Committee on Employability      Paper No.  SCE/12/04  
March 2012         Agenda Item 6(ii)   
 
ASSESSMENT OF PLACEMENT WORKING GROUP – REPORT February 2012 
 
1. Following the last meeting of the sub-committee on Employability and issues 

discussed, the focus of the group has been on the DPP/DPP(I) and the placement 
modules which lead to its award. However it is acknowledged that proposed 
changes to placement assessment here could have an impact on placement 
assessment more widely. 

 
2. The working group sought feedback from Alan Faulkner and Bronagh Dunleavy on 

issues concerning assessment and grading. 
 
Alan Faulkner highlighted that it is not permissible for an assessment to have been given a 
percentage mark which is then translated into a grade, but for the student not to be 
'allowed' to know what that percentage mark was.   
 
Typically, there are three assessments within the placement module on which the 
DPP/DPP(I) is awarded: university supervisor’s assessment; employer’s assessment; 
student report.  On the basis of the issue regarding disclosure of marks, it would seem that 
the three assessments should all be either mark only or grade only, resulting in a final 
mark or grade. 
 
Alan Faulkner also highlighted that for a Diploma with a pass mark of 40%, the following 
range of grades is possible: Pass (>=40%); Commendation (>=60%); Distinction (>=70%)   
 
Bronagh Dunleavy indicated that it is possible for such a rage of grades to be 
accommodated.   
 
3. It was established that there is presently no set of learning outcomes for placement 

modules that lead to the award of DPP/DPP(I).  A set of learning outcomes was 
developed by the working group which drew on the University’s graduate qualities.  
These are proposed as a minimum or generic set of learning outcomes with the 
expectation that individual courses develop these into a customised set. 

  
4. An online survey was constructed and circulated across the University to garner 

views on: 
 
Whether the DPP/DPP(I) should be awarded if a student achieves a mark of 40% or above 
in the placement module, as opposed to the current 50%; 
 
A move from % marks to grades for the placement module; 
 
The learning outcomes developed by the working group.  
 
It is acknowledged by the working group that an online survey is limited in its ability to 
achieve in-depth understanding of the management and assessment of placement across 
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the University.  However, it has acted as a useful ‘barometer’ on key issues.  It is 
anticipated that follow-up research will be carried out. 
 
Fifty seven responses were recorded, with some of these representing an individual and 
some a course or School view point.   
 
Responses were received from individuals/courses/Schools in the following areas: 
 
Computing 
Computing and Engineering 
Computing and Information Engineering 
Computing and Maths 
Engineering 
Health Sciences 
Business and Management 
Art and Design 
Built Environment 
English and History 
Sociology and Applied Social Studies 
Hospitality and Tourism 
Ulster Sports Academy 
Biomedical Sciences 
Psychology 
Environmental Science 
 
The key findings are as follows: 
 

• The vast majority use a % mark to grade the placement module.    
 

• The vast majority would prefer the pass mark for DPP/DPP(I) (that is, the mark in 
the placement module from which the DPP/DPP(I) is awarded) to remain at 50%. 

o The main reasons given centred on the importance of placement and that 
efforts should be made to maintain high standards.   

o Those who indicated a preference for a pass mark of 40% generally 
defended this by referring to how other u/g modules have a pass mark of 
40%. 

  
• When asked for preferred grading system for DPP/DPP(I)- 

o about a third indicated a preference for Pass (>50%), Commendation 
(>70%)- main reason given was that this reflects the current system and is 
deemed satisfactory 

o a large minority (greater than half) indicated a preference for Pass (>40%), 
Commendation (>60%), Distinction (>70%) – the main reason given was that 
this offered a greater range of grades 

o It appears that if the pass mark remained at 50%, there is still a preference 
for a widened grading range e.g., Pass (>50%), Commendation (>60%), 
Distinction (>70%) 

  
o The majority (but just over half) indicated a preference for a % mark for the 

placement module from which the DPP/DPP(I) is awarded as opposed to a grade. 
o Main reasons for preference for a % mark: 

 Better at discerning amongst students in terms of their performance 
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 Greater precision in communicating how well the student has 
performed 

 A perception that students prefer a % mark; it’s what they are used to 
o Main reasons for preference for a grade: 

o Variation in placements makes it difficult to compare students’ 
performance and hence, a grade is fairer and enhances consistency 

o % marks are less appropriate for placement assessments 
o More straightforward to manage (on the part of university staff) 

 
o Average satisfaction with the proposed learning outcomes emerged as residing 

halfway between ‘neither satisfied nor dissatisfied’ and ‘satisfied’ 
o It would appear that there is general acceptance of the principle of a 

generic set of learning outcomes as long as courses were free to 
customise these  

o It would appear that there would be greater acceptance of these 
learning outcomes if these were allowed to act as a guide/framework 
for courses (as opposed to a list of learning outcomes to which is 
added another set of course specific learning outcomes) 

o There was strong resistance to the notion of a ‘one size fits all' set of 
learning outcomes imposed on all courses 
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Appendix 3 
 
UNIVERSITY OF ULSTER 

 
Sub-Committee on Employability      Paper No. SCE/12/05 
6 March 2012        Agenda Item 6(iii) 
 
Placement Model Working Group Report 29th February 2012  
 
Context 
Following the decision of the Teaching and Learning Committee, at its meeting on 13 
December 2011 that 31 August be set as the decision point for progression to placement 
or final year (min 11.138), the Group considered the options available to students and the 
subsequent communications required.   A key point of discussion was the options 
available to students who have transferred to Leave of Absence (LOA) following the 31 
August decision point and subsequently secures a suitable placement.   This paper 
evaluates the options available to Faculties in these circumstances and proposes an 
alternative placement model for students in these circumstances.  Consideration of this 
issue and the options outlined is particularly timely given the recent publication of the 
Wilson Review of Business-University Collaborations (Wilson, 2012) which identifies Ulster 
among the leading universities in the provision of sandwich placements. It was therefore 
considered vital that the University does not suffer reputational damage with employers 
and students as it seeks to deal with this issue.  Failing to respond with an alternative 
placement model could also give advantage to the University’s competitors who may be in 
a position to respond to employers. 
 
Option 1 (Currently available) 

Student secures a suitable placement post 31st August and can be allocated a full-
time place (1/2 MaSN) and proceeds to a sandwich placement. 
 
Benefits 
- This is the ideal situation with the student able to join the placement year as a 

full-time student leading to the Diploma in Professional Practice (DPP) and to 
avail of normal placement support and guidance.  
 

Issues  
- As a consequence of the 31 August decision point full-time places will not be 

available. Placements Tutors will therefore be unable to respond proactively to 
students and employers in these circumstances and this will impact adversely on 
both the numbers progressing to placement and placement relationships with 
employers. 

Option 2 (Currently available) 
Student secures suitable work experience and continues on LOA, completes work 
experience without contact from University. 

 
Benefits 
- The students will complete a sustained period of work experience during the 

period of LOA. 
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Issues 
- Students are not supported and guided to make linkages between their learning 

and the work environment.  They are less likely to be able to evidence and 
articulate skills and learning from their work experience which could impact on 
their future employability. 

- Students do not have to pay tuition fees for the year of work experience which 
could ultimately be seen as a lower cost solution and erode the recently 
rebranded DPP award. 

- The University has no contact with the work experience provider and is unable to 
develop further linkages with the employer to sustain the placement in future 
years.   
 

Option 3 (not currently available) 
Suitable placement is secured and the student on LOA registers for a standalone 
DPP award.  All aspects of this experiential learning course remain the same as the 
sandwich award including assessment, support and guidance.  To enable students 
on LOA to avail of this option they will need to register as part-time students, this is 
an administrative requirement only to enable students post 31 August to complete the 
placement year without the need for a full-time place and there is no expectation that 
the placement itself will be part-time in nature.  This model would also require 
students to fulfil the normal placement requirements specified by Faculties. 

 
Benefits 
- Students can progress to the Placement year for the award of a standalone 

DPP.   They are provided with normal University support and guidance during 
the placement year and are therefore more likely to be able to make linkages 
between their learning and work.   

- All quality assurance procedures remain the same and the new model can 
therefore be implemented with minimal change.   

- The University will be able to respond proactively to employers who have 
placements available post 31 August and will be able to continue to develop the 
relationships as in previous years.  This will also help to maximise the number 
of students completing a university approved placement year. It is also 
envisaged that this model will not require any change from an employer support 
perspective. 

 
Issues 
- This option would require the existing DPP which exists as a co terminus award 

within a degree programme to be disaggregated and offered as a standalone 
award.  This would require a change to the University regulations. 

- The tuition fees for the standalone award needs to be the same as the 
sandwich award otherwise students will seek to register for the lower fees 
option. 

- Students will be ineligible to receive a student loan for the standalone award  
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Option 4 (not currently available) 
Suitable placement is secured and the student on LOA registers for an alternative 
part-time award e.g. Certificate of Professional Practice (60 credits, L3,4).  This could 
be a lighter version of the DPP which allows the work experience to be accredited 
within an award. 

 
Benefits 
- Students are permitted to progress to the Placement year leading to award of an 

alternative qualification.   They are provided with some University support and 
guidance during the placement year though this may be at a lower level / 
different than the existing DPP.  

- The University would be able to respond proactively to employers who have 
placements available post 31 August with an alternative model. 

Issues 
- Introducing an entirely new part-time placement award would require significant 

change in placement learning outcomes, assessment, support and guidance. 
This would require considerable lead time to implement this change across the 
University. 

- An alternative award for the placement year is likely to lead to confusion amongst 
students and employers in terms of title, assessment, guidance and support 
required and it would also undermine current rebranding of the DPP. 

- The tuition fees for new award would need to be carefully positioned otherwise 
students may perceive this as a lower cost option again undermining the DPP. 

- Students will be ineligible to receive a student loan.  
 

Proposed way forward 
 

Options 1 and 2 present the alternatives currently available to Faculties post 31 August to 
deal with students on LOA who subsequently secure a suitable placement and would 
require no change to the current placement model.   However, given the uncertainty 
regarding the availability of Option 1 and the impact of Option 2 on the existing placement 
model it was considered crucial that a new model is also available to Faculties post 31 
August.  Of the two new models presented (Options 3 & 4), the introduction of a 
standalone DPP award (Option 3) is considered to have better alignment with the current 
placement model and also avoids confusion amongst students and employers surrounding 
the introduction of completely new model. It is also recognised that with the recent 
recommendation from the Wilson Review that universities are incentivised to expand 
sandwich programmes through changes to the student number controls (recommendation 
3, paragraph 4.5.1) that the overall model for sandwich placement may change and in 
these circumstances the standalone DPP model represents an interim model to address 
restrictions imposed by the current system. 
 
In summary, it is recommended that Faculties should have two options to deal with 
students on LOA after the 31 August 2012 decision point who have subsequently secured 
a suitable placement; transfer to the sandwich DPP if places are available and transfer to 
the standalone DPP route in other circumstances.  The introduction of this new model 
enables Faculties to respond proactively to students and employer and to sustain the 
numbers of students completing a university approved and supported placement year.   
 


